
BIASES

SOME  COMMON 

Decision-making
Anchoring bias 

Using an initial (often irrelevant) piece of 
information to shape subsequent predictions or 

assessments 

“The real estate agent said that the house would be 
worth about $600,000. I think it’s worth $610,000.”

Halo effect 
Extending positive attributes of a person or brand 
to the things they promote or opinions they hold

“George Clooney is drinking Nespresso. George is 
cool, so Nespresso must be cool.”

Confirmation bias 
Seeking out and noticing only information that 

confirms an existing decision or point of view

“I spoke to other people and they said 
exactly the same thing”.

Bizaareness bias 
Remembering material more easily if it is unusual 
or ‘out of the ordinary’

“I thought it was a weird painting, but I’ll never 
forget it.”

Correlation causation 
Inaccurately perceiving a relationship or link 

between 
two unrelated events

   “As ice-cream sales increase so do drownings, 
so ice-creams are causing people to drown”

Status quo bias 
Preferring to keep things relatively the same

“If it ain’t broke, why fix it?!”

Loss aversion
Choosing to avoid a loss, even when there is the 

potential to make an equal (or even greater) gain  

“I won’t ride a bike to work, because the health 
benefits are not worth the risk of injury.”

Information bias
Using extra information to increase your confidence 

in a choice (even if the information is irrelevant)

“Big data will help us make better decisions”.

Google effect 
Not remembering information that can be found 
online

“I used to remember how to get there, but now I just 
use google maps”.

Herd instinct 
Doing or believing things because other people are 

doing it
“Why is everyone looking up? (and then looks up)”

Humour effect 
Remembering things more easily if they are 
presented in a funny or entertaining way 

“You don’t need to outrun a lion, you just need to be 
faster than everyone else!”Rhyme as reason

Seeing rhyming statements as more truthful 

“If the gloves don’t fit, then you must acquit.” 
- O.J. Simpson trial with the defence team Peak–end rule 

Judging an experience by its peaks (ie. highs and 
lows) and how it ended

“It was great - we got a free gift at the end!” Actor–observer bias 
Assuming other people’s negative behaviours 

reflect their personality and their positive 
behaviours are due to the

 environment - but doing the opposite in relation to your own 
behaviours

“I was mad because I was stressed, but my supervisor 
is just a highly-strung person.”

Picture superiority effect 
Learning and recalling concepts more easily when 
they are presented as pictures (rather than words) 

“It didn’t make sense until I saw the infographic.”

In-group bias 
Preferring people who are part of your ‘tribe’ and 
acting in ways that confirm membership of the 
group

“That politician is one of us, I’ll vote for him.”
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How the brain makes decisions
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 » There are two different systems in the brain: a 
fast ‘reactive’ system, and a slower, ‘responsive’ 
system  

 » Your reactive system helps you manage 
the overload of information, filter for what’s 
relevant and make snap judgments.

 » This involves using mental short cuts 
for anything that isn’t complex, novel or 
dangerous. Your brain effectively has a 
conclusion-jumping machine, helping 
you save precious thinking energy for the 
important things. 

 » This reactive conclusion jumping machine 
helps create cognitive bias.  This is balanced 
by consciously activating rational decision-
making through emotional regulation, 
general awareness or designing your 
environment to help make better decisions

 » You are more likely to rely on your reactive 
system whenever:

 – the decision relates to basic biological or 
social needs (e.g. food, safety, inclusion 
and financial security);

 – you are stressed; or

 – your context seems familiar (ie. driving 
your car home)

 » Your reactive decision system can often 
lead to poor decisions with disasterous 
consequences, but it can also be trained to 
help make better, faster decisions

 » The first step to controling your reactive 
decision making system (your Ape) is through 
awareness. This card hopefully begins that 
journey in an easy and light-hearted way. If 
we all make slighly better, conscious, values 
aligned decisions, the world will be a better 
place.
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